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Information On Heart Attack Symptoms For Women And Men Is There Something They are not
Telling Us?

Heart attacks kill almost 700,000 people each year in the US alone.Well what causes heart attack and what
are the kinds of heart attack disease? There seems to be one major thing that leads to heart problems, we
are not being told about it why?

Jan. 6, 2009 - PRLog -- Heart attack symptoms women and men are pretty much the same as they are for
males. Discomfort in the Chest  also in other areas like Arms,neck,Back,stomach or Jaw. Shortness of
breath, cold sweats and dizziness however  there is a tendency for a women to experience nausea,dizziness
or anxiety more so that men 

Heart attacks kill almost 700,000 men and women each year in the US alone.Well what causes heart attack
and what are the kinds of heart attack disease? Over the years there have been many claims made by the
medical fraternity,Drug company's and dietitians about what leads to or causes Heart Disease which leads
to /Heart attacks.

But there seems to be one major thing that leads to heart problems and we are not being told about it why. I
came across this Video (it's a bit tongue in cheek) but it hits the nail on the head me thinks. Take a Little
look only goes for a minute or so.

So what is the thing they are not letting us in on "INFLAMMATION" find out more.... 
http://glutathioneheartdisease.blogspot.com/
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